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1.1 Notations and definitions 
zw 1962-020 
Throughout this paper (S;~) will denote a semigroup with unit 
element u. 
, will be the mapping defined as follows: 
f(a) = a.S; a£ S. 
Since p maps every element a es onto the principal right ideal 
generated by a, we shall call~ the principal right ideal-
(p.r.i) function • 
. Similarly we can define the principal left ideal function 1./1 : 
</,J( a) =S. a a € S. 
It is evident that f and t must fulfil the following conditions: 
1) a € <p(a) ; a E v,,(a) for every a€ S. 
2 ) b E. S"( a ) .........+ 9' ( b ) c p ( a ) . 
3) b 6 cJI (a) __. if ( b) c tp( a). 
4) f (a) n '/I ( b) f ¢ for any pair a, b € S. 
If (S;.) is commutative then tp= <p. 
We now ask which mappings f and 'f can be obtained by this 
proces. 
Let X be an arbitrary set and 'f, <P mappings of X into P( X), 
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where P(X) denotes the system of all subsets of X. 
We shall say that 'P and 'I' are realised by a semigroup (X;.) 
if we can introduce a binary operation on X such that (X;.) is 
a semigroup and such that, is the p.r.i.-function and, the 
p.l.i.-function of (X;.). 
If f and fare realised by some semigroup, then they evidently 
must fulfil conditions (1),(2),(3). 
If f is the p.r.i.-function of a semigroup (X;.), then f is the 
p.l.i.-function of the semigroup (X,*), where x *Y=y.x for any 
pair x,y E. X. 
Therefore we shall restrict ourself to the principal right 
ideal function 'I. 
1.2 Graph of a semigroup 
To simplify our considerations we shall represent the mapping 
f by an oriented graph. 
An oriented graph is a pair (X,v) consisting of a non-empty 
set X, together with a relation v on X, i.e. together with a 
subset v of X" X. 
If (a.,b)6,;., where a.,b€X, we shall write a Jib. We shall, if 
possible, represent the elements of the set X by points in E2 . 
Two points a and b will be joined by an oriented line going 
from a to b if a tJ b. A subgraph ( X' , J) 1 ) of ( X, )) ) is a graph 
such that X I c X and JI'= JI IX 1 • 
(X', JI') will be called the subgraph generated by X'. Byna 
path W=a 1 a 2 .. ak is meant any subgraph of (X,v) generated by 
the points a 1.,a2 .. ak with ai v ai+1 . (i=1,2, ... k-1) 
We now define an equivalence relation on the set X by putting 
x Ny if and only if there exists a path W1=a 1 a 2 •. ak and a 
path W2=b 1 b2 . ,br with a 1=x, ak=y, b 1=y, bn=x. 
We shall call the equivalence class containing x,the cycle 
containing x and it will be denoted by R. On the set of all 
X 
cycles we can now introduce a partial ordering by defining 
R ~ R 
X y 
ak=y. A 
if Ry, 
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if and only if there is a path W=a 1 a 2 .. ak with a 1=x, 
minimal cycle of (X,~) will be a cycle Rx, such that 
Rx, then Ry ::;:Rx. 
Now let~ be the p.r.i.-function of the semigroup (S;.). 
We associate with fan oriented graph (s,~~), where a 'P~ b if 
and only if b , p( a) for a, b £ S. The relation ff"' defined in 
this way is reflexive and transitive since, fulfils conditions 
(1) and (2) of 1.1. From the transitivity of,~ it follows that 
if W=a 1 a 2 .. ak is a path of (s,91*) then a 1ak is also a path. 
The skeleton of the gr~ph (S,p~) will be the graph which can be 
constructed from (s,,*) by identifying all cycles Rx to a point. 
Lemma 1 
The cycles Rx of the graph (S,f*) are precisely the~ -classes 
of the semigroup (S;.) 
Proof 
y € Rx 4--t xy and yx are both paths in ( S, <f*) <===:=+ x fl* y and 
y r,J* x ~ y, 9'( x) and x €. tp( y) ~ y f. xS and x & yS ....,. x and y are 
in the same <l-class. 
Theorem 1 
If the graph (s,~*) has a minimal cycle, then the semigroup 
(s;.) has a kernel Kand K is the union of all minimal cycles. 
Furthermore, the minimal cycles of (s,,*) are precisely the 
minimal right ideals of (S;.). 
Proof 
Let Rx be a minimal cycle of (s,,1"") and let a€ Rx. 
Then since for every be as Rb4' Ra=Rx, we have Rb=;Rx and as c Rx. 
Hence R is a right ideal of S. 
Further~ore we have for every a, b\E Rx, a E p( b) ~ a E bS and 
hence R is a minimal right ideal. 
X 
Now let R be a minimal right ideal of ( S;.) and a f R. 
Then aS=R and R is an '2 -class of ( s;.). 
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From lemma 1 it then follows that Risa cycle of (S,f*). 
Now let Rb ~ R and a 6 R. 
Then a p"' b, which implies b 6 f'( a)...,. b € R ~ Rb=R and R is 
minimal. 
The first statement of the theorem follows from the fact that 
a semigroup containing a minimal right ideal has a kernel K, 
K is the union of all minimal right ideals. 
Since (S,.) has a unit element u the graph (s,,*) has a maximal 
cycle Ru and (S,r/') is connected Ru is also an upperbound for 
the partial ordered set of all cycles, since for any x £ S, 
x E f( u) which implies Ru • Rx. 
We can now state the problem in the following way: 
Let there be given a graph (X,v) with y reflexive and transitive 
and with an upper bound Ru for the set of all cycles. 
Under what conditions does there exists a semigroup (S,.) with 
unit element and with p.1.i.-function f, such that f is 
represented by the graph (X,:v) (i.e. S=X, "=r/''). 
(S;.) will then be called the realisation of (X,#). 
In the following we shall only consider graphs (X,~) with Y 
reflexive and transitive and with an upper bound for the set 
of all cycles. 
2. Graphs of commutative semigroups 
2.1 Realisable graphs 
If (S;.) is a commutative semigroup then the p.r.i.-function9' 
and the p.l.i-function 1/1 must be equal. Then the condition (3) 
can be written in the form 
(3 1 ) ~ (a) n p(b) I¢ for any pair a,b, S. 
Lemma 2 
The graph (S;f*) of a commutative semigroup (S;.) has at most 
one minimal cycle. 
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Proof 
In this case there exists at most one minimal right ideal. 
The rest follows from theorem 1. 
Theorem 2 
Let (X; JI) be a graph such that the set of all cycles is a lower 
semi .a.11;tt1e;e according to the ordering of the .c.ycles. Then there 
exists a binary operation, on X, such that (X; ~) is the graph 
of the commutative semigroup (X;.). 
Proof 
Let Rx be an arbitrary cycle, We can introduce on Rx a binary 
operation, such that (Rx;.) is a commutative group. Let us 
denote by Rx n Ry the cycle, which is the meet of Rx and Ry in 
the lower semilattice of cycles. By j(R) we shall denote the 
X 
unit element of the group (Rx;.). Moreover, we shall denote by 
Rx(y) the following function on X 
R (y)=y 
X 
otherwise. 
Let us define 
X. y=( Rx n Ry)( X) . ( Rx ,, ~ )( y) , 
where the point means the multiplication in ( Rx n Ry;. ) . 
It can be elementary proved that (x;.) is a commutative semi-
group and that (X; v) is the graph of this semigroup. 
Corollary 
Let X have no more than 6 points,~ be a m~pping X into P(X) 
fulfilling conditions (1),(2) and (3 1 ). Let for some point a, 
f(a)=X. Then f is a p.r.i.-function of a commutative semigroup 
(X;.). 
Proof 
According to the previous theorem it is enough to consider the 
graphes the skeletons of which are not lower semilattice. But 
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there is only one skeleton of this type, namely 
C 
e 
But this graph can be realised by the semi group 
a b C d e f 
a a b C d e f 
b b d e f f f 
C C e d f f f 
d d f f f f f 
e e f f f f f 
f f f f f f f 
#) 2.2. Now we shall exhibit an example of a graph, fulfilling 
the necessary conditions for ,, , which cannot be realised by 
a commutative semigroup. We know that such a graph must have 
at least 7 points. The graph looks as follows: X=fa,b,c,d,e,f,g} 
cp( a) = X 
f( b) = fb,d,e,f,g}, 
'f( C) = 
rp( d) = 
<f( e) = 
'f( f) = 
ff( g) = 
fc,d,e,f,gJ, 
f d, g J , 
fe,gJ , 
{f ,gJ , 
£ g l , 
a 
or 
d 
g 
*) This example was constructed first by P.C. Baayen. 
f 
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Let us assume that this graph can be realised by (X;.). Then 
there must exist x € X such that x. a=b. 
Let us assume that x.b=g. Then also x.d=x.e=x.f=g. Evidently 
{d,e,fJ c xX, but this is impossible as only x.c can belong 
to fd,e,f}. Therefore we have x.b~g. 
Letx.b€ {d,e,fJ . As the points d,e,f play the same role we 
can assume that x.b=d. But {e,fJ € x.X, and therefore either , 
i 
x.e=e or x.f=f, as only x.c could belong to fe,fJ. Let x.r~~. 
But there must exist z € X such that z. b=f. We have 
z.x.b=z.d=x.z.b=x.f=f. 
But this is not possible as f ¢ F(d). 
Therefore x.b=b. 
Let x.c=c. 111he,e~•,14iK1sts ·yEX sueh that y.a=c. 
Then 
x.y.a=x.c=c=y.x.a=y,b. 
This is not possible as c. i p( b). 
Let x.c=g. As x.b=b we hav~_also x.d=d, x.e=e, x.f=f. 
Evidently for some z EX z. c=d. Then 
x.z.c=x.d=d=z.x.c=z.g, 
while is impossible as di f(g). 
In the same way we can prove that x. c i { d, e, f i . 
Hence, the graph,1• cannot be realised by a commutative semigroup. 
3. Non-commutative semigroups 
Let X be a set consisting of 6 points and let~ and f be 
mappings of X into P(X), with ,-,(a)=X all aE X and f(a)=X 
all a EX. 
I 
Then ro and '/I can be realised by the cycle group of order 6 but1 
T I 
also by the symmetric group of degree 3, Hence they can be 
realised both by a commutative and a non-commutative semigroup. 
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Hen~e ~and~ are in general not enough to caracteriee the 
comr.utative sem1groups. 
(N.B, f/ == I,/) for every normal sem.igroup), 
On the other hand there are mappings which can be realised 
cnly by a commutative semigro, ... p. For example Xs: fa, b} f(a)•f(a}w-X, 
,1(b)=X can only be realised by the cyclic group of order 2. 
In 2.2. we have given an example of a graph which cannot be 
realised by a commutat1ve semigroup. 
This graph however is the graph of the following non-commutative 
sem1group. 
a b C d e f g 
a a b C d e f g 
b b b .. b d e f g 
C C C C d e f g 
d d d d d d d g 
e e e e e e e g 
f f f f f f f g 
g g g g g g g g 
We will now give an example of a class of graphs which can 1 t 
be realised by sem1groups. 
It is known that if a semi group s contains a minimal left and 
a minimal right ideal, then the kernel K of Sis the disjoint 
union of isomorphic groups Loe t1 R1 K= 1 E~( S) Lo< n R~ , where 
.t(s) and 'l(s) are the sets of min1mal RE'l(S) 
left and right ideals of S. 
From th~fact follows the following theorem 
Theorem 3 
Let there be given a graph (X.~) and suppose that (X,~) contains 
a minimal cycle R8 and a minimal cycle Rb with /Raf~n, JRblf n 
n finite. Then (X,~) cannot be realised by a semigroup (X;.) 
Proof 
Let (X;. )be a realisation of (X,~). 
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Then Ra is a minimal right ideal of (X~.). Since Ra has only a 
finite number of points, Ra contains an idempotent. 
Hence K contains an idempotent and also a minimal left ideal. 
From this it follows that Ra= U R I') L and Rb= U' RbnL. 
L E:X(s) a 0( Loi.€.t(s) o< 
Since Ra,,Lcc ~ RbnLIX, we have !RanLo<I =fRbnLtXf~/Ral =IRbl 
a contradiction. 
Let there be given any sequence of positive natural numbers 
m1,m2,m3 .... 
Let X be the set of points { a 1 
n 0 n1" .. nkJ 
with k=0,1,2, ... and 
n O =0, nk = 1, . . . mk k ?> 1 . 
We now make X into a graph (X,~) by defining a ~ a h 
non 1 · · · nk ho h 1 " · s 
if and only if s=k+1 and n =h , •.. ,nk=h 1 . 0 0 s-
This means that (X,~) is a tree with top point a 0 and such that 
a 0 is joined with a 1,a 2 , .•. ,a by an arc leading from a 0 to o o on 1 
a 0 i. Each of the a 0 i is joine'!, with a 011 ,a012 , .•. a 01 n2 and so on. 
0 
From (X,v) we define the graph (x,v*) by b v*c if and only if 
there exists a path in (X,v) going from b to c. -P"' is then 
reflexive and transitive and (X,v~) has an upper bound for the 
set of all cycles. 
Here the cycles consist of only one point. We will call such a 
graph (X,P*) a homogeneous tree. 
Theorem 4 
Let (X,V*) be a homogeneous tree. Then (X,~~) can be realised 
by a semigroup (X,• ). 
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Proof 
We define a multiplication on X in the following way 
if k > 1 
if k ,e :r • 
It is easy to see that this multiplication is associative and 
hence (X, •) as a semigroup. 
(X,.) is a realisation of (X,P*), since it follows from the 
multiplication that 
and hence if b E f( a) then a .aJ* b. 
Analoguously we can prove that if a ,IA b then b d 9"(a). Thus (X,.) 
is a realisation of (x,v*). 
